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The Meeting of Telcos,
CE and HA

CE China covers the entire ecosystem – managed by the smartphone!

SOAP
SUDS IN
ACTION!
In today’s buyers’ guide, we
examine the washing machine
market – what the latest trends
are, and what three key USPs
one should look for when
selecting machines. Whether
they be big, smart, economical,
or multi-purpose, the choice
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the waters! Read page 7.
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Huang Lei
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Dishwasher,
BSH Home Appliances
Holding (China) Co., Ltd

Until relatively recently,
consumer electronics,
home appliances and
telecom technologies
were very much in their
own “silos”, and there
was little reason for one
to relate to the other. At
this year’s CE China, the
now intimate relationship
of all these categories has
been underlined more
than ever, following the
opening day’s keynote
by Huawei’s Changzhu Li
(pictured left), where he
explained in detail how the
smart home “puzzle” will
all come together, based
largely on the smartphone.
The importance of an event
such as CE China in bringing
together industry players to
discuss such topics, and for

CE CHINA
HAS BROUGHT
A BRILLIANT
GROUP OF
THOUGHT
LEADERS TO
THE FORE
key distribution partners
to fully understand the
stakes of presenting them
in-store or online in the
“smartest” way, is thus
proven. CE China has
brought a brilliant group
of thought leaders to the
fore, and the show will no
doubt go down as having
been an important factor in
fostering future growth for
the industry.

TRADE TALK

Yin Jing
President
of Tmall Home BG

We are not only providing connected
home appliances, but also total smart
solutions including both hardware and
software (…)

We value our Chinese consumers a
great deal and we are determined to
make our products perfectly fit for the
China market.

In 2017, Tmall Home Business Group’s
“Superman plan” is to accelerate the
implementation of spatial integration
strategy, helping the brand’s reconstruction.

» Read page 3

» Read page 5

» Read page 6
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PREFACE
Richard Barnes

Taking it
From
the Top…

Finding Inspiration
One can sometimes wonder where people

of industry in this region. Interestingly, his

find inspiration when it comes to innovating.

company’s slogan is simply “Make it Possible”.

Attending CE China this year gives quite a few

That seems to fit with the spirit of this show! By

answers. It must be said that the meeting of

this final day of CE China, we hope you will have

minds – from east and west – in this creative

been given inspiration and encouragement for

forum that’s so much more than just a trade

whatever projects you have in mind, whether

show, spawns the stuff from which clever ideas

they be in sales, distribution, R&D or product

are able to flourish. In his interview on page

development. The future is yours. Make of it

3, Huawei’s Changzhu Li hits the nail on the

what you can!

head when he explains the extreme reactivity
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Two brief questions
– to Jens Heithecker Chairman and General
Manager of CE China

Please tell us more about the current
& future status of CE CHINA…
We started out by saying we are
there for the long run with reliable
partnerships. We are growing slowly
and steadily and I believe we will need
three to five years to establish ourselves
in this market. Once we are there, we
will set our following goals.
What is the biggest challenge for
your team?
Our business is so utterly peopledependent and people-related that as
organisers, we face exactly the same
problem as the people on the show
floor when it comes to making contacts
and building trust. For us, it is not the
logistics, nor the conceptual approach
that are challenging. For us, it’s finding
the right people to talk to, finding the
right people to work in our office here,
finding the right match-makers in-situ,
getting enough face-time with our
Berlin top-management for the matters
at hand in China: how to include this
organisation in Shenzhen into our
overall organisation and our holding
organisation in Berlin. It’s all peopleoriented. So finding the right people
to get the job done is the greatest
challenge

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWS

Changzhu Li
Vice President,
Smartphone Product Line
Strategy Development,
Huawei

Sophie Shao
Vice President
of Corporate Marketing,
Midea

The Smartphone
- at the Heart
of the Smart Home
Ecosystem
In his CE China keynote on 4th May, Huawei’s Changzhu Li
analysed current status and problems of smart home and
raised questions regarding consumers’ needs and smart
home’s value. After his presentation, we asked Mr Li to
tell us more about how the smartphone (or “handset”)
fits into the smart home equation…
More and more smart homes
and wearables have connections
with the handset. They use
the handset as a controlling,
management, data management
and data awareness. So there is
a very close connection with the
smartphone. This is why I am also
heavily involved in the design of
wearables and the smart home
ecosystem.
So it’s more about philosophy
than simple hardware.
Yes, it’s the hardware, the
software and the user experience.
What point are we at in smart
home?
We are facing a breaking point.
A lot of silos have been built, a
lot of home devices have been
given some sort of intelligence,
but the next phase we are facing
is how to use this intelligence,
how to coordinate those devices
to provide better service and
value to the user. This is the
fundamental point. If we can
coordinate those devices to
create perceivable value to the

user, the user will love it, and this
industry will boom.
Why is China leading the
market (by far) for smart
appliances?
F i r s t l y, t h e re i s a g o o d
environment
here
for
technological innovation, with
the government encouraging
start-ups to be creative. There is
also an effect from the culture.
People here love to play, and
trying new things is part of the
DNA of our culture. In China, we
have enough “geeks” who want
to try something new, and this
is a positive encouragement to
the innovators. The third factor
is the fact that Shenzhen has
developed an ecosystem over
the past twenty years such that
if you develop an idea, within
one week your partner can
provide a prototype, and after
three months they can provide
the first product. You can use
all the capability of the industry
here! This greatly enhances our
efficiency

Clever Ideas
for the Smart Home
Midea’s Smart Home concept is the Chinese
manufacturer’s key topic at CE China. We asked their
Vice President of Corporate Marketing, Sophie Shao,
to give us the “run down”.
We are presenting our
connected products which we
have made available
for the China market,
including air conditioners,
air purifiers, and fans.
Consumers can control these
products through either
our app or our smart voice
control box. We are not only
providing connected home
appliances, but also total
smart solutions including both
hardware and software which
enables smart home solutions
including a control system and
security system.

How is Midea’s global
expansion coming along?
After nearly 50 years of
continued growth, Midea
now generates annual
global revenue of more than
US$24bn. We are proud to
be the world’s largest home
appliance manufacturer.
Through this show, we
are looking forward to
engaging with our business
partners in Southern Asian
markets to bring more and
more of Midea’s products to
local consumers in these
markets.

What are the sweet spots
for you in terms of product
categories – and what are
the key trends?
The sweet spot is always
what the consumer needs
and we can now fulfil these
needs. The key trend is “all
about me/we”. No matter
what type of technology,
consumers only look at
products and ask: “What does
this do for me?” So we can
not only make our customers’
lives more convenient but
also enrich their experience.

What are your thoughts
about Messe Berlin creating
this show in Shenzhen?
It could be a great platform
not only for China’s local
consumers to experience
new innovations from
international brands, but
also for manufacturers to
engage with Southern Asian
trade partners for business
development. Maybe one
day the CE China show could
simply become a Southern
Asian show!
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NEWS

Berit Inga Stranz
Head of project management
retail & export, Carrera

Sven Horrer
Head of marketing communication,
Carrera

Revving Up the Carrera Brand

DIRROR COMES
ALIVE @ CE CHINA

We asked Berit Inga Stranz – head of project management retail and
export, and Sven Horrer – head of marketing communication of the
German-based Carrera brand to give us more detail about its background.
Sven: We have to go back to the 1950s
where there was a race called the Carrera
Panamericana. It was a tough longdistance race, and to win you really had to
have performance, not only in the engine,
but in everything. This is what we have
translated to our brand and our products
for the home, where we now have bath
series and kitchen series. In terms of quality
and design, it should make people feel like
being in a very nice comfortable luxury
car, but also a key factor is that we have
a unique and consistent design – not only
for the bath, but for the kitchen – so in
both rooms there is a similar “look”. Of
course, as it’s designed in Germany, this is

Dirror is a product “Made in Germany”: the world’s
first marketable digital mirror. With the help of a
huge Full-HD multi-touch display, a special mirror
coating and the latest voice control, Dirror can be
operated in a unique way, enabling the internet
and all digital applications to be experienced in
a completely new way. It’s a digital interaction
surface, which is used as a mirror in a handmade wooden frame when in an inactive state,
and comes to life as a PC with a simple touch of
the display. No mouse or keyboard is necessary.
Dirror is simple and large, so that regardless of an
individual’s age, content or applications can also
be used in larger groups
» STAND 2B64

something we emphasise and which will
help us in this market.
Berit Inga: We have our own designer
and our own tooling. It’s not just off-theshelf, which is why we have great harmony
between our products.
What products can people see at your
booth at CE China?
Berit Inga: We are not showing the entire
series in the beginning, as our first aim is
to get in contact with the market, with
the local people. For us it’s important that
we get an idea how it works here before
taking the next steps

» STAND 2A06

Huawei Regains
Smartphone Lead in
China as Top Three Take
50% Share
After spending two quarters in second place, research
specialists Canalys report that Huawei moved past
Oppo to recapture the lead in China’s smartphone
market in Q1 2017.
The Chinese smartphone giant shipped close to 21
million units to secure an 18% market share. Despite
strong annual growth of 55%, Oppo fell to second
place with shipments of just under 20 million units.
Third-placed Vivo had the lowest annual growth
of the top three, capturing a 15% share with its
shipment of 17 million units.

HTC Takes VR Lead in China,
the World’s Second Largest Market
The virtual reality industry got off to a
strong start in China, with around 300,000
VR headsets shipping in 2016, making it
the world’s second largest market with
a share of around 15%. HTC took the
top spot, grabbing 18% of the total VR
headset market (see definitions below) by
volume. It shipped more than 50,000 of
its Vive headsets in China. Local vendor

DeePoon came a close second, taking a
17% share. 2017 will be a challenging
year for local VR vendors. Limited access
to resources and an inability to make
bold decisions will continue to threaten
investor-backed VR firms, which are
under pressure to increase both revenue
and profitability

HTC
17.7%

VR HEADSETS, CHINA,
SHARE OF UNITS (%)
BY VENDOR, 2016
Source: Canalys

Xiaomi faces increasing pressure from Huawei’s online
efforts with Honor, as well as Oppo and Vivo, whose
marketing activities have been taking attention away
from Xiaomi.
“To grow this year, Xiaomi will need to quickly switch
from being a value-for-money vendor to become an
aspirational brand,” said Canalys Research Analyst
Mo Jia. “Xiaomi’s desire to move up the value chain
in China will be an uphill struggle, considering
Oppo and Vivo’s lead and Huawei’s plans to increase
investment in its offline channel in 2017”
4

Others
39.1%

DeePoon
16.9%

Pimax
7.7%

Sony
9.1%

3Glasses
9.4%

NEWS

Huang Lei
Marketing Director,
Product Division Dishwasher,
BSH Home Appliances Holding
(China) Co., Ltd

CE China as a “Launch-Pad” for Key
Products in China
Siemens Home Appliances launching new flagship
dishwasher at Shenzhen event
CE China is the “launch platform” for a brand-new major appliance from
Siemens HA. We asked Huang Lei, Marketing Director, Product Division
Dishwasher of BSH Home Appliances Holding (China) Co., Ltd to tell us all
about this new machine.
The brand has been pioneering the highend integrated built-in dishwasher market.
The new hyperClean dishwasher is our new
flagship product. It is equipped with a 5D
spraying system and will provide a tailored
and personalised cleaning experience by
offering six programs and four additional
functions, and a triple drying system. Apart
from all these, to improve our idea of the
modern kitchen and the design of the
product itself, we upgraded the dishwasher
with a glass door and two colour options:
galaxy black and pearl white. In the future,
in addition to the relentless innovation and
timeless design, we will continuously focus
on discovering more approaches towards
user friendliness and extreme cleaning
experience in dishwasher market.
How and where was it developed?
In Siemens HA, we value our Chinese
consumers a great deal and we are
determined to make our products perfectly
fit for the China market. We aim to develop
tailor-made products and a great user

experience for our Chinese consumers.
Therefore, we have set up local development
plans for every product categories. The
hyperClean dishwasher’s brand new
external appearance is locally designed
according to our deep understanding of
the market as well as Chinese consumers’
tastes.
To this end, last year, we started to build
our new R&D centre in China, which will
play an important role in localising our most
advanced global concepts and technologies
here, so as to develop our home appliances
products tailor-made for Chinese
consumers. Moving forward, the Chinese
R&D centre will integrate and enhance the
R&D capabilities of BSH major product lines
including the refrigerator, washing machine
and kitchen appliances lines, becoming one
of the key global competence centres for
advanced technologies and innovation,
especially in the areas of connectivity, smart
appliances and intelligent production 4.0

» STAND 2A05

The Luxury of Leather
Fashion, Style and Luxury -- these have
always been the ultimate goals behind the
making of Tetded cases. The company’s
craftspeople and designers are devoted
to creating genuine leather cases for
mobile devices, with a unique blend of
elegance and character while ensuring
the practicality of the case. Tetded cases
are ergonomically designed to perfectly fit
most mobile devices, and to give the user a
sense of “prestige”.
With a highly experienced R&D Team,
Tetded produces cases that are luxurious
by design, and accentuate ergonomic

comfort and usability. Handcrafted by
skilled artisans using premium leathers and
carefully selected materials, Tetded cases
are finely stitched to create superior quality
and prestige
» STAND 2A12

I AM MOTOR
The idea of the “Immotor GO”, a portable electric
scooter with three wheels, was born in February
2016, as company CEO Daniel Huang, frustrated with
gridlock and pollution from cars, wanted to make a
better solution for one’s daily commute.
Immotor stands for “I am Motor”, a scooter with
a maximum speed of around 32 km/h and enough
autonomy to travel over 30 km on a single battery
charge. A rider can use a smartphone to control
headlights and horn, and play music via an onboard speaker. Putting a sim card in the GO adds
more features, including GPS tracking and parental
controls

» STAND 2B99

6voices co-founders Till Schmid, Christian Rebernik
and Rowanto Rowanto (l. to r.)

6VOICES LAUNCHES
WORLD’S FIRST VOICE-BASED
ASSISTANT FOR MEETINGS
The biggest headache at work often comes from
the running of meetings, Mia, a virtual assistant app
developed by Berlin-based 6voices, is the solution.
Users can simply dictate notes to her and assign
tasks. Mia is designed for voice-first and assists users
in note taking and task tracking. One can talk to Mia,
just saying: “Ok Mia”, and Mia will write down all
remarks, decisions, to-dos, or follow-ups. Meetings
are then made searchable like emails. Mia analyses
the time usage and collects feedback to help improve
meetings.
The app targets digital leaders, project managers and
people who want to have better meetings. Mia is now
available for iPhone users in English and German

» STAND 2B56
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PRESS CORNER
Yin Jing
President,
Tmall Home BG

Tmall – Transforming Retail
Exclusive Interview: Yin Jing, President of Tmall Home BG
After a great “first
round” last year, Tmall
is back supporting CE
China again this year. We
asked Yin Jing, President
of Tmall Home BG to tell
us a little more about his
company’s involvement
with CE China and what
his goals are at the show.
As we all know, IFA is one
of the world’s largest and
most influential international
audio visual and consumer
electronics shows. IFA is a
very important partner of
Tmall and our aim is to work
together with the IFA, using
Tmall’s commercial power
(cloud computing, big data,
Ali ecological system) to let
more brands understand why
the development of small and
medium-sized enterprises is

important to help improve
the world.
How
is
the
retail
environment changing,
and what are you doing
to adapt? How is Alibaba
“reimagining” retail in
China - and beyond?
In December 2016, Tmall
home appliances, home
decoration and furniture
were combined, and thus
the biggest platform “home
“ economic platform was
established in China. At
present, the business group
including appliances, small
appliances and 13 other
industries, with products
imported from nearly 50
c o u n t r i e s a n d re g i o n s ,
covering nearly 8,000
categories, including over
75,000 domestic and
international brands.

The
background
of
integration in the new retail online and offline, has helped
brand stores to achieve the
transformation of new retail
through Tmall channel, and
Tmall channel business yearon-year growth rate has been
nearly 300%.
In 2017, Tmall Home
Business Group’s “Superman
plan” is to accelerate the
implementation of spatial
integration strategy, helping
the brand’s reconstruction.
We hope that with the new
incubation of the industry,
new retail will continue to
move on. In the 2018 fiscal
year, we hope to help in the
hatching of 5-10 emerging
industries, bringing of tens of
billions of extra sales within in
3 years

Alibaba / Bailian Partnership
Alibaba Group and China’s
major retailer Bailian Group
have formed a strategic
partnership to explore new
forms of retail opportunities
across
each
o t h e r ’s
ecosystems.
The companies will leverage
the power of big data to
achieve integration between
offline stores, merchandise,
logistics and payment tools
with the ultimate aim of
elevating efficiency and
overall consumer experience.
Headquartered in Shanghai,
6

Bailian is one of China’s
largest and most established
retail conglomerates with
more than 4,700 outlets
across 25 provinces, 200 cities
and autonomous regions in
China.
Daniel Zhang, CEO of Alibaba
Group said, “New retail
reimagines the relationship
between
consumers,
merchandise and retail space
by leveraging mobile Internet
and big data. It will upend the
traditional manufacturing and
supply chain, the connection
between merchant and

consumer, as well as the
overall consumer experience.
Businesses will increasingly
embrace big data and new
innovations to better identify,
reach, analyze and serve
their customers, and their
digital transformation will
be empowered by Alibaba’s
ecosystem. Our partnership
with Bailian is an important
milestone in the evolution
of Chinese retail, where the
distinction between physical
and virtual commerce is
becoming obsolete.”

GETTING
IT RIGHT
@ CE CHINA
Yesky.com has been online for
over eleven years. Yesky.com
and 3g.yesky.com are today
renowned as being among
the top IT portals in China
– generating huge traffic,
providing a large number of
original articles every day,
including news, reviews and
popular science articles. We
asked Yesky reporter Shi
Wenbin what he thought of
Messe Berlin’s idea to stage CE
China in Shenzhen…
This activity is exactly following the
trend. There was no top international
electronics and technology brand
show in Shenzhen. While CE China
is small now, in the future, as it
grows, I am sure it will bring more
brands to China.
What kind of the things are you
looking for at the show?
Products with more technology
innovation and brands which are
interested in the China market.
What do you see as being the
main trends in your market at the
moment?
Intelligent, and internet of all things
What would you like to see more
of in the future?
More leading products of consumer
electronics and more B2C solutions

BUYERS' GUIDE
VIEWPOINT
Examples of cutting-edge
technology today are innovative
and wide-ranging functions,
ease of operation, sometimes
using virtual control panels and
on some devices gesturing, voice
control and personal assistants.
More and more electrical
appliances are connected and
feature smart applications.
These appliances are controlled
by mobile devices and apps
that can access their current
program status, messages, as
well as maintenance, repair and
service information. Sensors can
track user behavior and suggest
improvements via an app. This
opens up the way for even more
new applications, functions and
digital services offering fun and a
quality experience. What is more
they save time and effort and
offer plenty of tips, for instance
on how to save energy or do the
washing. Connected appliances
can also exchange information.
This makes it possible to
optimise laundry drying or
control several appliances via
a single control panel. These
smart functions satisfy the users’
desire for appliances that can
make intelligent decisions and
make day-to-day work easier
by offering improved operation,
better safety and greater energy
efficiency.
CONTACT
Natalia Andrievskaya
Global Director
Major Domestic Appliances
GfK Retail and Technology

WASHING MACHINES

STATE OF PLAY
Over 80% of washing machines sold in 2015 had a
capacity of 7kg or more, suggesting that when home
owners are upgrading or replacing their appliances
they are looking for a machine that can cope with
larger loads, allowing them to spend less time on their

laundry every week. Current consumer buying trends,
in the laundry category, tend to be very focused on
energy ratings, capacity, running costs and colour
– which many buyers are using to make standout
features of their appliances.

KEY INNOVATIONS TO LOOK FOR AT CE CHINA
LOOKIN’ GOOD AND
SOUNDING QUIETER
With the increasing
prevalence of open-plan
living, noise reduction
has never been such an
important factor on the
purchaser’s agenda as it is
now. With floor space in the
average home diminishing,
and rooms morphing into
one, quietness in the living
area is essential.

FULL STEAM AHEAD
FOR DELICATES
Steam is rising in popularity
as consumers continue to invest
in expensive garments that
need delicate care. If consumers
own a large number of delicate
garments then they can invest
in a machine that has gentle
steam programmes specifically
designed for silk, lingerie and
wool. The steam market is still
relatively small in home laundry,
but as more consumers become
aware of and understand the
benefits of using steam, there is
an opportunity to drive growth.

AUTO-DOSING SAVES
CUSTOMERS MONEY
Auto-dosing of detergent is rising
in popularity as it allows perfect
wash performance by correct
dosing of detergent and ensures the
minimum usage of water. It delivers
automatic dosing of liquid detergent
and fabric softener, avoiding getting
stains on one’s clothes from using
too much detergent again. One
company claims its system can save
up to 11 litres of detergent every
year because sensors detect exactly
how much each load needs.

INNOVATING @ CE CHINA
IQ300 BY SIEMENS
This iSensoric Washing Machine features intelligent,
durable and quiet iQdrive motor with 10-year warranty
for highly effective and efficient laundry care. With
the speedPerfect option, get perfect washing results
in up to 65% less time. A+++ -10%: washes 10% more
efficient than the requirement for energy efficiency
class A+++. Textile guard re-proofing programme for
gentle waterproofing of outdoor textiles.

» STAND 2A05

Natalia.andrievskaya@gfk.com

THE FUTURE
Manufacturers have invested
heavily in washing machine
technology and this shows no
signs of abating. Connectivity
will play a key role, but we
expect auto-dosing to become
prevalent in a number of brands
as the technology allows for
perfect results every time, which
is sure to appeal to consumers.
Washing machines will continue
to develop in terms of design,
functionality and efficiency.

MFE100-EZ1411 BY MIDEA
By using the latest motor technology and
control technology, it saves 20% of electricity
consumption more than current highest
energy efficiency standards A + + + of the
front-loading, and more environmentalfriendly. Besides, super large door with deluxe
appearance provides super large space for
clothes washing and facilitates disposable
washing of mass clothes.

» STAND 2A10
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HIGHLIGHT PRODUCT INNOVATIONS
ATTRACT TRADE VISITORS
AND MAXIMISE BUSINESS AT IFA
GIVE BUYERS THE STRATEGIC
INFORMATION THEY NEED

An integral part of
your show communication

www.ifa-international.org

